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TRIP REPORTS
Persons: Orion Knox, Jr., James Reddell, A. Richard Smith
Date: 1-7 June 1966
Destination: Galeana, N. L.
Reported by: James Reddell
Austin, Texas
We left Austin about 3:00 PM and drove to a gravel dump
south of Monterrey where we spent a restless night in the
lowland heat. We awoke early and, after a good breakfast,
drove west from Linares to Galeana, stopping frequently to
take pictures and admire the geology. Arriving at the turnoff to Galeana about noon we turned south and drove on towards
Doctor Arroyo, stopping several times to inquire about caves.
Having no luck we continued south to an area of sinks south of
the village of Santa Fe. Orion and Mills Tandy had noticed
these on a previous trip through the area. (For trip report
see AMeS NEWSLETTER, Volume II, Number 2, page 24-25.) The
sinks proved to be of considerable interest, as most were
formed entirely in a gypsite "dirt". (See picture on page 50.)
Some of the sinks were quite large, being 50 to 100 feet in
diameter and up to fifty feet deep. Although the majority
were dead-ends, a few led to small caves and two were of more
interest. One of these was reached by a large sink, from the
wall of which a circular walking solution passage in "dirt"
led for about 70 feet to a pit dropping 15 feet to a ledge and
then after a 10 foot drop into a room 40 feet long, 20 feet wide,
and 35 feet high. A mass of recent and unstable breakdown
covered a pit in the floor. This was a fissure in gypsum dropping about 70 feet to a dead-end. The total depth of the cave
was about 130 feet. The other cave of interest was located in
the same shallow depression and consisted of a 100 foot in diameter sink 70 feet deep and requiring a handline to enter. At
the bottom of this huge dirt collapse a hole in the dirt at the
bottom led into a gypsum fissure requiring rope to enter. No
passages led from the Dottom, a total of 170 feet from the top
of the entrance sink. After-exploring these two caves we hiked
over to what promised to be other sinks against the base of a
line of gypsum hills. Although these proved to be filled one
small cave was found in the hillside and several large sinks
were located in the hills. One of these was at the bottom of
a large depression and, though in dirt, looked very promising.
After checking these and other dead-end sinks we drove back to
the Galeana turn-off where we drank many Coca-colas and ate
supper. From here we drove on to Galeana and from there to
the Pozo de Gavil~n. (See map on page 51.) Our first sight
of the Pozo was impressive, but for a little luck we might
still be there. As we drove up, being very careful to miss a
shallow sink ahead of us, we came within inches of driving into
a three-foot in diameter undercut 10 foot deep hole on our left.
The next morning we awoke after a very cold night and
immediately rigged the entrance to the Pozo. While Orion rappelled in, Dick and I surveyed the entrance, which proved to be
670 feet in circumference and 200 feet by 190 feet in diameter.
On one side it drops 285 feet, while on the other it is about

One of the many Santa Fe dirt sinks located to the
south of Galeana.
Photo by Orion Knox

The large depression surrounding the entrance to
Sumidero de Pablillo.
Photo by Orion Knox
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330 feet. At the bottom along one side a deep beautiful blue
lake extends about 180 feet beyond the lip of the sinkhole,
but no passages were found to lead out. While Orion explored
the cave Dick and I hiked around looking for other leads.
Along the edge of a steep hill we found an extensive area of
gypsum sinks and fissures, but none were found to be of any
extent. More impressive was a narrow gorge about 150 feet
deep which had been cut straight down through the soft gypsite
and rock of the valley forming vertical walls. This gorge
eventually empties into a beautiful lake, the Laguna de
Laboradores, but time did not permit our visiting the lake.
Reportedly after a heavy rain a whirlpool once formed in the
lake and dragged a boy down to his death. The lake is apparently a filled sinkhole. From the Pozo de Gavilan we drove on
north to the Puente de Dios, where we spent the night. (See
AMeS NEWSLETTER, Volume I, Number 12, page 116.)
After spending a pleasant night we awoke and while Orion
climbed down to the river for a bath Dick and I went to the
top of a beautiful 150 foot waterfall which drops down to the
river just downstream from the Puente de Dios. We spent a
pleasant hour or two walking up the stream to its source and
then climbing out of the stream bed and walking back down the
road to the Puente. Leaving here we drove on south to the
Galeana turnoff where we met David McKenzie and group just
arriving from Austin. We joined forces and drove on south
checking small sinks along the way. All dead-ended, but at
Santa Fe we again stopped and Orion, David, and Jim Wyler
carried 300 feet of rope up the hill to explore the deep dirt
sink we had discovered two days earlier. While they were doing
this Dick and I walked over the countryside looking at other
sinks. One of these was a 70 foot in diameter, 120 foot deep
undercut sink with no apparent leads from the bottom. We did
not enter it, however. The deep dirt sink which the others
were exploring ended after 227 feet of misery and we drove on
south to Pablillo.
.
Here a few inquiries led us to the Sumidero de Pablillo.
(See picture on page 50.) Pablillo is located in a broad
valley, from which a wide dirt-floored draw about 40 feet deep
leads to end against a high cliff of gypsum. Two cave passages
extend from this broad sink, one dropping vertically while the
other extends straight back into the cliff. Both connect after
about 100 feet. The lower passage continues for about 300 more
feet to end in a low silted c~awl cgntaining bad air. That
night the thermometer dropped to 32 , indicating summer is the
best time to visit this area.
The next morning we separated from David and his group
and while they drove south to Doctor Arroyo we first visited
a spring to replenish our water supply and then drove back
towards Galeana. Our first stop was at another dirt sink on
the east side of the highway. This sink proved to be a 50 foot
in diameter sink climbable for the first 40 feet but then dropping undercut into an impressive dirt room about 40 feet in
diameter and 50 feet high. The rope cutting into the steeply
undercut wall made Jumar Ascenders a very welcome aid.
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After exploring this sink we drove west and north to
Arteaga where much inquiry about caves led us to believe that
the only cave of any consequence in the area is Gruta de Cuevacillas (see AMCS NEWSLETTER, Volume I, Number 7, page 68). We
did not care to make the long climb up to the cave so we decided
to continue east on a good gravel road. After several miles we
came to a junction. Taking the left fork we stopped at the base
of a 300 foot hill near the top of which we could see what was
an obvious cave entrance. Gathering up our gear we climbed up
to the cave, which proved to be a mine apparently excavated
along a previously filled cave passage. Small solution domes
and alcoves gave evidence of the existence of the original cave,
but in general it was uninteresting and only 210 feet long. Two
cave crickets were taken in the cave and one Rhadine seen, so it
was of some biological interest.
From here we continued to drive east in the hope that we
could cross the mountains to reach the highway to Monterrey.
InqUiry indicated that a road, though poor, did eXist, so we
drove on. The farther we drove, however, the worse the road
became and the less encouraging local reports on road conditions.
Finally a horseman told us that the road was impassable beyond
the next village. We drove on still farther, however, and
finally reached a high beautiful pass at the top of the mountains.
Below us we could see a spectaCUlar canyon dropping to the east,
but the road was already bad and we knew that if it got worse
we would be out of luck. A pleasant night was spent here.
,·Il,-.•.

The next morning Orion departed at the c~ack of dawn 'to
climb the nearest mountain, so Dick and I slept a little longer
and then I proceeded to make a few collections in this relatively
unknown area biologically. When Orion returned we packed the
car and headed back towards Arteaga. From Arteaga we drove on
to Saltillo and then to Grutas de Villa de Garcia where I hoped
to do some collecting. The manager wasn't there so w~ had to
pay to get in, but the guide very generously let us have the run
of the cave for as long as we wanted. A couple of hours were
spent scouring the cave for life, but only a few animals could
be found. Some of the best areas for collecting have been
destroyed by commercialization and apparently most of the previous collections were made before the cave was opened.
After returning from our trip to Garcia we ate lunch and
drove on that night to Cueva de Carrizal which none of us had
seen. Although it was reported to us that the pavement was
completed to Candela, we found this not to be the case and that
the last few miles were very definitely not paved. None of us
haVing been to the cave, we were rather uncertain as to where
to go and so when we discovered ourselves in the middle of the
desert and not where our directions said we should be, we pulled
over to the side of the road and spent a hot, mosquitoey night.
We arose with the first rays of the sun and soon found the
right road and drove on to the cave.
'
We found the water in the cave a more than welcome relief
after many hot hours in gypsite sinks, deserts, and dusty mines.
A small collection in the upper entrance room produced a new

species of milliped of a group not previously found in this
area and two species of camel cricket, neither of which had
been taken in the area. Our visit to the cave was, therefore,
well worthwhile, and our baths made the long hot drive back
to Austin bearable. Leaving the cave about 11:00 AM we arrived
in Austin sometime after dark.

+*
Persons:

Bill Johnston, Charles Loving, Dennis Sustare,
Merydith Turner
Date: 30 May-4 June 1966
Destination: Ciudad Valles, S.L.P. and Gomez Farias, Tamps.
Reported by: Dennis Sustare
Austin, Texas
May 30, 31, and June 1 were spent exploring the water
passage in Sotano de la Tinaja, which is reached by a crawlway
leading off near the entrance. Mapping was continued from the
junction, along the right-hand passage. Although blind fish
are found in the water up to the junction none were sighted
along the stream or in pools beyond this point. The passage
continues along a major crack system leading nearly due north
for several hundred feet. Then it makes a slight change of
direction to go somewhat more easterly at a dome room. After
another length of passage that gradually opens into walking
height the passage suddenly opens on a double pit room with the
pits connected under a small natural bridge. The pits drop
about 20 feet and have a soft muddy bottom. A traverse along
the side of the left-hand pit leads to a small crawlway which
in turn leads to a small room. By crawling down one of several
tWisting holes in the floor one comes out into another room
with beautiful white travertine dams and crystal-clear water in
the bottom. A series of rooms half-filled with water leads back
to the south while two narrow passages lead off from this room
to the north. A chimney and climb is required to continue along
these passages. We mapped to this point and then left the cave.
June 3rd we drove to Gomez Farias and continued on up into
the mountains, taking the left road at the turnoff to Rancho
del Cielo. Continuing up a very bad road we eventually arrived
at San Jose, a small logging town. We went to look at one cave
near the town called El Infierno. It has a large, attractive
entrance with an extensive mound of flowstone in the center of
the entrance room. There are essentially no passages leading
off from this room. A pool in the cave contained very cold
water and no life was seen in it.
Driving on beyond San Jose the next day, the road became
extremely bad. After passing a small town called La Gloria
one comes to a fork in the road. To the left the road leads
to an area where sotanos are said to be found. We took the
right-hand fork, which led through several areas rich in sinks,
and climbed further to another logging camp, Cuevacillas. Two
caves are found beside the camp, one on either side of the road.
The right-hand one is not large, but has numerous invertebrates
within it. The left-hand cave is more extensive, with a
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secondary opening one-third of the way through it. This room
has a large shelf of rock for a floor, under which are many
snails. Further into the cave is a large population of millipedes and a small bat colony. None of these animals were
collected.
The loggers in Cuevacillas know of numerous other caves
and pits in the area, and more exploration should be done here.
The vegetation is very lush, including high pines, large ground
ferns, and cycads. Due to the poorness of the road it would
probably be better to reach Cuevacillas in the other direction,
from Ocampo.
+#

Persons:

Roger Albach, Phil Meredith, Don Riley, Bob Smith,
Dick Thomas and son, Merydith Turner, Jim West
Date: 25 June 1966
Destination: Gruta del Palmito
Bustamante, N. L.
Reported by: Merydith Turner
Austin, Texas
The above persons, members of the Rio Grande Valley Caving
Club (centered in Weslaco, Texas), intended to make a day trip
to Bustamante and check the roads heading due west from Roma,
Texas to Sabinas Hidalgo, N. L. We met about 6:00 AM at customs
in Ciudad de Miguel Aleman.
A well paved highway, Mexico 30, leads west from Ciudad de
Miguel Aleman to Mier, then south and west to Monterrey. After
inquiring, we learned that the way from Mier west to Paras was
unimproved and the area had received much rain. So we continued
southwest on Mexico 30 to General Trevino fr9m where a 900d paved
road returns north through Agualeguas to Paras. In Paras we
learned from an American rancher that although part of the road
to Sabinas Hidalgo is paved, and some is graveled, the. rest is
only graded. For this_reason it is rather a pickup road even
in dry weather and with the rain, probably impassable.
Somewhat disappointed that our shortcut didn't pan out,
we turned back and had to go all the way to Monterrey and then
north again to Sabinas Hidalgo on Mexico 85. For one who has
in his many visits, over a number years, always seen Bustamante
as a dry clear desert area, the sight that greeted us was indeed
strange. This north-south trending valley and its confining
mountain ranges were overcast with high gray clouds. At a lower
level the wind was piling dark heavy clouds against the mountain
tops of the west range where Gruta del Palmito is located.
Reaching the far side of town at 2:00 PM we found the ground
too soft, so we began to walk in the intermittent rain. To anyone who has ever been there, can you imagine the dry gully which
runs out of the canyon to be a rushing creek of clear, clean
water? At a late 5 PM, with water running in the entrance making
the slope very slippery, we decided not to enter the cave but to
begin the return trip.
Subsequent trips have found much more water than normal in
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the cave. The spring was running strongly and some travertine
pools that have been dry for five years are now full.

+++
Persons:

Ed Alexander, Bob Burnett, John Fish, John Kreidler,
Charlie Jennings, Tommy McGarrigle, Bill Russell
Date: 31 May-IO June 1966
Destination: Huautla de Jimenez, Oaxaca
Reported by: John Fish
Austin, Texas
Ed, Bob Charlie, and I left in my car late on Tuesday
afternoon, bound for the fabled Huautla plateau in northeastern
Oaxaca. Bill Russell, John Kreidler, and Tommy McGarrigle got
a late start and joined us in Huautla. Despite the many traumas
of our drive to Huautla (hole in the gas tank the size of a
nickel-repaired with a Tootsie Roll, fog along the mountain roads),
we arrived there at last only to have to wait a day in Huautla
while I recovered from a severe intestinal infection. Bill
Russell and group caught up with us and after puttin~ Felix
Seiser,(visiting from Austria and had corne with Bill) on the bus
back to the U.S., we drove on to the cave area which starts about
three miles east of Huautla. On June fourth we got our first
look at the cave country we were seeking.
We had planned to drive to the end of the road and camp,
but after passing several large sinkholes, everyone abandoned
their cars and started checking the sinks near the road. Upon
questioning the local people, Bill was directed to the bottom
of a large closed valley in which a small stream dropped into
a pit about 250 feet deep, later named S6tano de San A~ustin.
The small town of San Agustin (hence the name of the sotano)
lay 500 feet above the s6tano in a divide between two huge
dolinas. The San Agustin dolina is approximately one mile long
and up to a quarter of a mile wide. It consists of a large
central dolina with several smaller dolinas or sinks at each
end below the towns of San Andres and San Agustin. The Rio
Iglesia dolina appears to be larger, perhaps the same length
but considerably wider and deeper. In both dolinas water runs
off volcanic hills or ridges and sinks into the limestone dolina
bottoms.
Looking down from San Agustin we could see where the Rio
Iglesia dropped into a fissure below a large opening in the
mountain. That afternoon Bob, Ed, and Charlie explored the
entrance drop of s6tano del RIo Iglesia and found that the main
water passage, which took several hundred gallons per minute,
was impassable. An overflow passage was easily accessible,
though, and led to a drop. Since it was virtually dark we
decided not to push the cave then.
Meanwhile Tommy and Bill both spotted a large entrance
near San Agust!n on the hill ~bove. This was subsequently called
Cueva de San Agustin and goes down a series of slopes and drops
to a deep pool of water. The cave appears to continue.
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After a perusal of our topo maps the next morning, we
decided to look over the area in general. (A section of the
topo map used is found on page 60.) In particular we wanted
to go to Rancheria de Cameron, located along the southern
flanks of the plateau, where a closed valley is shown. As the
rest of us began our hike, Bill, Tommy, and John Kreidler headed
along the NE trending closed valley to Tenango, several kilometers away. We found immediately that our topographic maps
were incorrect in many details, especially relating to cUlture,
so we made corrections as we went along. Many of the Indians
which live in the isolated mountains speak only Mazatec, and
at times communication was frequently a problem. We found
Cameron that afternoon and discovered that the large valley
became narrow and deep in a direction away from the plateau.
It passed down a series of drops then between three hundred
foot high sheer limestone walls and finally emptied into a
broad valley below. Greatly disappointed, we began the long
eight kilometer hike back to camp. Except for the few caves
found in the large San Miguel dolina (see cave descriptions),
we found no pits or caves on the southern flanks of the plateau
(this day) other than a few shallow, filled sinks. On the other
hand Bill Russell and crew found several small sotanos, most of
which were left unchecked, and a large cave with a stream entering it. The cave, Cueva de Agua Carlata, was explored as far
as the twilight penetrated, about 200 feet below the entrance.
A large passage containing a good-sized stream led downward
into darkness o They returned to camp having only partially
observed the large valley containing the village of Tenango.
The morning of June sixth we decided to check out the
sotano just below our camp, Sotano de San Agustin (see description). Although it was only a few hundred yards away,
it took two to three hours to tie the rope off, and for Bob,
Charlie, Ed, and Tommy to hack their way down the vegetation
covered entrance drop. The entrance is a pit as large as that
of Sotano de Huitzmolotitla, but not quite as deep. From the
bottom a high fissure slopes steeply downward into a btg room,
where another stream emerging from breakdown joins tha from
the waterfall at the entrance, making it comparable to the
stream of Rio Iglesia. Ed and Bob continued onward and found
that after a series of short, closely-spaced drops, they had
used all of their rope and not yet reached the bottom. From
the top of the next drop water could be heard falling and
splashing far below.
Since there already were enough people in Sotano de San
Agustin, Bill, John, and I decided to check out what from a
distance looked like a very promising pit. Much to our surprise,
it turned out to be a cave later named Millipede Cave (see description). From this cave we got our only good collection of
the whole trip, then returned to the car.
On June seventh, our last day at Huautla, we devoted the
day to a reconnaissance of the nearby areas of the plateau.
As it was about a ten kilometer hike one way, and we were at
times uncertain of the trails, we hiked only to the edge of
the plateau. Among the features we saw were haystack hills,
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sinks, a large dolina about two miles across, and a pit that
Bob found in which rocks fell free for five seconds, bounced,
and fell five more seconds before hitting bottom. Another
important cave (to us anyway) was a little spring we found at
the edge of the plateau, whjch replenished our water supply.
Back at the car we packed our gear and grudgingly left
for Austin and then the NSS Convention at Sequoia National Park
in California. After spending a night on the road with flat
tires (both cars had flats) we drove into Tehuacan. The gas
tank was repaired and the two cars parted company. Bill Russell's
group stopped briefly by the gypsum area near Galeana then continued on to Austin o Bob, Charlie, Ed, and I visited a meeting
in Mexico City of the Club Exploraciones de Mexico, where we
showed slides of the Gomez Farias area and discussed caving.
Following a rumor of a 250 meter deep pit near Taxco called Pozo
Melendez, we found it to be only 320 feet deep (a map will
appear in a later report on the caves of Guerrero). The cave
was later found to be reported in an old NSS NEWS. We then
headed for Austin, car trouble and all. It was a trip that will
long be remembe-red by those who participated.

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CAVES OF HUAUTLA DE JIMENEZ
by John Fish
Bill Russell
This report is a compilation of the information collected
from the June 1966 trip to the Huautla area by AMCS members.
(For further information see Huautla area report and the following trip report in the July 1965, AMCS NEWSLETTER.) The two
trips were essentially reconnaissance to learn more about the
area and its potential. This has been only partially achieved
because of the large territory involved, but needless to say,
the speleo-potential is tremendously goodo Because of the
nature of the trips, no caves were mapped. A sketch map of
part of the region was made, and several caves were either
partly or wholly explored.
The road to Huautla is traversable by trUCk; it is presently being extended beyond the point shown on the area map to
the town of San Felipe Jalapa de Diaz. Also, another road is
being built from the small town of San Jeronimo to Huautla,
which will make the area northwest of Huautla more accessible.
A topographic map is included in this report as an aid
in locating caves, and for future trips to Huautla. It is a
partial copy of two maps (the Huautla 14Q-i(11) and Tierra
Blanca 14Q-i(12) quadrangles) produced by the Secretaria de la
Defensa Nacional. It was these maps that were the first to
indicate that the Huautla area contained large, deep cave
systems. The contour interval is 250 meters between heavy lines.
In general the topography is reasonably accurate, but the culture is more frequently wrong than correct. Villages are often
mislocated, and the names of villages as well as physiographic
features are often different from those used locally.
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HUAUTLA AREA:

Small Caves

(numbers refer to Area Sketch Map)

1.

Pit near small sink along trail to plateau. Five seconds
free-fall plus five more bouncing. Unexplored.

2.

Cave along the west side of the San Miguel dolina, just
below the trail near the pass to the RIo Iglesia dolina.
The cave was explored only to the end of the tWilight zone
and consists of a steeply sloping passage, that appears to
turn to the left about 80 feet inside the cave.

3.

Cave along the trail on the west side of the San Miguel
dolina. The cave is directly in the pass to the Rio Iglesia
dolina. It is a sink with a steep slope going down about
40 feet to an unentered pit.

4.

Cave in side of hill about 1/2 kilometer southeast of San
Agustin on the short cut trail to San Miguel. This cave is
just across ridge from Cueva de San Agustin and might con'nect with it. A steep slope leads downward from the entrance
for about 70 feet to a 40 foot drop. The cave continues past
the drop as a high fissure.

5.

Pit under the trail between San Miguel and Rio Santiago, and
east of the pass near the end of the roado The entrance is
small and covered with roaks, but the pit enlarges to about
50 feet in diameter. Rocks bounce for six secondso
Unexplored.

6.

Pit about 60 feet deep located on the northwest side of the
trail to Rio Santiago. Two horizontal entrances about three
feet high and four feet wide lead from the trail to the pit.

7.

WATER TROUGH CAVE - This cave is located near a trail leading
to the ridge above the road near the southeast end of the San
Agustin dolina. The entrance lies at the bottom of a shallow
sink, and is formed along bedding planes. Inside the entrance
is a hollowed-out log for collecting water from dripping formations. The cave contains much fill material which has created a couple of short drops before completely filling the
passage. Note the straight ceiling. See sketch map, page 66.

8.

Small cave in sink just northwest of Water Trough Cave o
Cave is about 20 feet long, and 10 feet high and wide. It
slopes steeply downward to a dirt choke.

9.

Small cave in road cut above entrance to s6tano de San
Agustin. A short breakdown slope leads to a small room at
the bottom.

10.

Sink just across the road from cave 9. A dirt pit drops
about 20 feet, and can be climbed. At the bottom is a small
horizontal hole filled with water.
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11.

Pit just down hill from pit 10. From a small entrance
the cave drops 30 feet to water. Unexplored.

12.

Cave in bottom of a large sink just off road at the upper
end of the valley which drains into Sotano de San Agustin.
The cave is small, sloping steeply to a dirt plug.

13.

Pit in large dolina above the San Agustin dolina and just
below San Andres. A small climbable entrance leads to a
few hundred feet of small passage containing a very small
stream. Crawlway continues.

14.

Pit in same dolina as number 130 The entrance is about
10 feet by 20 feet and drops 15 feet to a short crawlway.

15.

Pit by samll sink at east
del RIo Iglesia, near the
San Miguel. The entrance
by 30 feet, and drops 120

16.

Pit high above the Sotano del Rio Iglesia towards San
Agustin, but below the trail from San Agustin to San Miguel.
The entrance is known to be small, 10 to 15 feet in diameter, but depth is unknown. Unchecked.

HUAUTLA AREA:

17.

end of valley, above the Sotano
convergence of the trails to
is roughly oval shaped, 20 feet
feet to a dead end.

Large Caves

MILLIPEDE CAVE - This cave is high above the s6tano del
RIo Iglesia, just below the divide between the RIo Iglesia
and San Miguel dolinas, and to the right of the trail from
San AgustIn to San Miguel. It is formed in the collapse
of a large solution pocket in the mountainside. The
entrance is about 40 feet in diameter, quickly narrowing
to 20 feet and sloping steeply (climbable) downward to a
silt-floored room 75 feet below. A small duck-under
through some formations leads to a shelf above the main
floor of a room about 40 feet wide, 70 feet long, and 40
feet high. The floor was covered with dry, cracked mud,
and had a little gully where water disappeared into the
floor. At the far end of the room a large pile of breakdown rose steeply to the ceiling, with no evident passageway through. On the shelf were found almost all of the
cave fauna collected on the trip. The fauna consisted
mostly of crickets, millipedes, spiders, and phalangids.
See sketch map on page 66.
and 19. SOTANO DEL RIO IGLESIA and CUEVA DEL RIO IGLESIA
This system is located at the lowest point in the RIo
Iglesia dolina, which is southwest of San AgustIn, and
perhaps one mile long. The RIo Iglesia runs the length of
it, tumbling off the volcanic mountains at one end and
disappearing into the limestone s6tano at the other end.
The entrance pit at the waterfall is approximately 120 to
150 feet deep, but the large volume of water makes entering at this point impossible. In June the stream was
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about four feet wide and five inches deep, but this was
before the rainy season really began.
Slightly above, and 100 yards to the right of the
waterfall, is a large horizontal entrance to be same system. From here it is possible to approach the pit entrance
by at least two routes. Immediately within the entrance,
still in full daylight, a short passage leads to the left
to a jungle covered ledge across from and overlooking the
waterfall. From this vantage point one gets a proper perspective of the large, slot-like canyon, about 150 feet
high and up to 25 feet wide, that the river disappears in
to. The pit was rigged from this ledge.
Continuing into the cave along another route from the
horizontal entrance, a downward slope and a duck-under
leads to a large room. No major passages leave the room,
but a tiny stream issues from a narrow fissure, runs across
the room, and continues down a series of several Small,
interconnecting fissures. It is possible to climb down
these to a lower passage which runs for a short distance
to where it joins with the entrance pit, approximately 75
feet below.
From the tieoff point the drop is approximately 120
feet to a breakdown slope leading down to the base of the
waterfall, which is a pool 30 to 40 feet in diameter. It
was impossible to determine where the water continued from
here as visibility was limited by heavy mist. As one faces
the waterfall, there is a large passage (overflow or former
water route?) to the right about 30 feet in diameter, which
was followed for several hundred feet. After climbing down
several drops a large pool is reached which must be traversed on the right. A short distance further a drop estimated to be 70 feet marks the end of present exploration.
Water was heard at the bottom of the drop.
20.

CUEVA DE SAN AGUSTIN - This cave is located in the side of
the hill just to the east of San Agustin, and is visible
from the trail at the end of the San Agustin valley. The
entrance is about 50 feet wide and 40 feet high, but quickly
narrows to a high fissure that leads from the right side of
the entrance. The floor of this fissure slopes steeply
downward to a drop of about 40 feet, formed where breakdown
had wedged in the fissure. Below this drop the fissure
widens from about 20 feet to over 35 feet, and turns slightly to the left. The floor in this area is of small breakdown and slopes gently towards a second, flowstone-covered
drop. This drop is about 50 feet and leads into a continuation of the fissure. The fissure in this section is
about 70 to 80 feet high and about 30 feet wide with a flat
floor of compact dirt. Below the dro~ drips and seeps have
accumulated to form a small stream that flows along the
right side of the passage to a third drop of about 10 feet.
Beyond this drop the cave continues for another 200 feet
before dropping again, this time into a deep pool of water.
The passage does not end, but the water prevented exploration.
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21.

SOTANO DE SAN AGUSTIN - This s6tano lies at the lower end
of the long dolina stretching from San Andres to San Agustin.
The dolina is made up of a large central sink and several
smaller sinks at each end just below the towns. The San
Agustin dolina is roughly one mile long, one-fourth mile
wide, and 500 feet deep. Streams running off of the volcanic ridges throughout the dolina drain into the s6tano
over a 250 foot waterfall.
The entrance is estimated to be 120 feet across, 70
feet wide, and 250 feet deep. It is best to enter on the
side opposite the waterfall {a free drop through water},
even though it is necessary to clear out a path through
vegetation in order to rappel. From the bottom a high fissure passage goes back under the waterfall. A stream flows
down a steep canyon requiring a handline and enters a very
large room, so large that the first explorers momentarily
got lost on the way out of the cave. Another stream emerges
from breakdown to join the main stream. This room turns
left over breakdown and short climbable drops to where several small rooms led to the next series of drops. The first
three or four of these drops are about 30 to 40 feet each
and are separated only by plunge pools. Here exploration
ended due to lack of eqUipment, but waterfalls could be
heard below.

22.

CUEVA DE AGUA CARLATA - This large cave is located about
three kilometers east of San Agustin on the northwest side
of the main northeast trending valley. The cave is best
reached by following the trail from San Agustin to Rio
Santiago until the east facing entrance is visible. The
entrance is at the base of a ridge that is about one-half
kilometer west of a small village called La Providencia.
Between the town and the cave is a small valley containing
numerous springs which form a sizable stream and flow into
the lower cave entrance (see cave map on page 67).
The lower cave entrance forms a large shelter about
150 feet wide, 50 feet deep, and 50 feet high. To the right
as one enters the cave and up a short breakdown slope are
two walking-size passages that lead for about 150 feet. One
ends in dirt fill and breakdown, while the other narrows to
a dirt filled crack. From the back of the lower entrance
two passages connect with an upper entrance. Below this
upper entrance a large passage about 50 feet wide and 40
feet high slopes steeply downward past. the level of the lower
entrance. The stream entering the lower entrance flows
through one of the connecting passages and down a series of
rapids and cascades. About 300 feet from the upper entrance
there is a slight jog to the left and the passage becomes
smaller, steeply sloping, and elliptical; approximately 30
feet high and 20 feet wide. The stream flows over two short
drops to the top of a 10 foot waterfall, with another waterfall visible just beyond. The cave is unexplored beyond
this point.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS IN CUEVA DE SAN AGUSTIN
by Bill Russell
The trips to the HU8utla area have been more of a reconnaissance than an intensive exploration, and as a result few
archeological finds have been made. Of the caves investigated
only one, Cueva de San Agustin, is of archeological interest.
This cave is visible from the new road southeast of Huautla,
and is located just east of the small town of San Agustin on
the ridge that separates the San Agustin dolina from the Rio
Iglesia dolina. The entrance to the cave is a large shelter,
with a fissure leading steeply downward from the right side of
the entrance. After a short distance a 40 foot drop is encountered, the top of which can be reached without the aid of artificial light. Parts of several skulls were found scattered
among small breakdown at the bottom of this drop. The skulls
were not numerous, with parts of perhaps eight or nine found.
A small jade hatchet (1) blade was discovered among rocks at
the top of the 40 foot drop. This blade just fits what appears
to be an artificial hole in the top of one of the skulls. This
blade is made from jade containing numerous parallel imperfections and is about one and one-half inches long and one inch
wide. (See diagram.) The breakdown slope at the base of the
first drop leads to another drop, and at the base of this second
drop are several large (3 inches in diameter) vertebrae imbedded
in cave fill. These bones are of animals larger than any now
liVing in the area and warrant further investigation.
It is quite possible that this cave is the same as the one
noted on a crude 1763 map of Huautla. This pictorial map entitled 'Mapa de Huautla' was photographed by Frederick Starr in
1900. The map shows a cave entrance in a hill that looks much
like the hill above Cueva de San Agustin, and on the map the
cave entrance is surrounded by skulls. The map is not precise
enough to determine with certainty if the cave is the one shown
on the map. The cave-located on the map is called Cueva de
Oxtiupam, and on the next trip to the Huautla are cavers should
inquire about that name, as well as more thoroughly investigate
the cave.
One of the few archeological reports on the area, Howard
F. Cline's "Colonial Mazatec Lienzos and Communities", published
in the excellent book, Ancient Oaxaca, interprets the cave shown
on the Mapa de Huautla as a picture of a cave showing remains o~
the 'kings'. Caves of this kind are described by the local compilers of data for the Cuadros sin6pticos (i883) as cemeteries
of "'kings and nobles of the Mazatec nation', from which the
compilers extracted skeletal materials and pottery from a central
crypt". (Ancient Oaxaca, pages 285-286.) If this interpretation
is correct, there should be other skull caves, and AMCS members
will be in a unique position to add to the archeological knowledge of the area.
DRAWN TO SCAlf
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RECENT PAPERS ON MEXICAN CAVE BIOLOGY
by James Reddell
This will be the first of several annotated lists of
papers dealing with the cave biology of Mexico. Most of the
following papers have been a result of collections made by
members of the Association for Mexican Cave Studies.
1.

Barr, Thomas C., Jr. 1965. "A new cavernicolous sphodrine
from Veracruz, Mexico (Coleoptera: Carabidae).fl
Coleopterists' Bull., 19:65-72.
Mexis hodrus veraecrucis, new genus and new species, is
descr bed from Sotano del Profesor, Tequila, Veracruz,
based on specimens collected by Terry Raines and Bill
Bell. This is the first true carabid beetle of the
tribe Sphodrini known in the Western Hemisphere and is
probably a troglobite.

1

2.

Bowman, Thomas E. 1964. I1Antrolana lira, a new genus and
species of troglobitic cirolanld Isopoa-rrom Madison Cave,
Virginia." International J. Speleology, 1(1-2):229-236,
pl. 5C>-57.
In addition to describing Antrolana lira, new genus and
species, from Virginia and redescribing Cirolanides
texensis from Texas caves, this paper includes a key to
the genera of cirolanid isopods of the Western Hemisphere. The Mexican s~eocirolana is elevated from subgeneric to generic ran. This genus has two troglobitic
species, S. pelaezi and S. bolivari, both known only
from Mexican caves.

3.

Bowman, Thomas E. 1965. "Xilitloniscus, a new genus for
the Mexican troglobitic iso~od, Cordioniscus laevis Rioja
(Oniscoidea: Trichoniscidae).11 Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington,
78:209-216.
A new genus, Xilitloniscus, is erected for the troglcbitic terrestrial isopod, Cordioniscus laevis Rioja.
Originally described in 1956 from Cueva de la Hoya, near
Xilitla, in San Luis Potos!, on one female, collections
of both males and females in Cueva de la Porra by Bill
Russell and in Cueva de la Selva by Terry Raines and Bill
Bell have allowed the species to be redescribed and
placed in the correct genus.

4.

Causey, Nell B. 1963. IIMexiterpes sabinus, new genus and
new sPtecies, a Mexican Troglobite (Diplopoda: Trichopetalidae). I Psyche, 70(4):235-239.
A new genus and species of milliped, Mexiterpes sabinus,
is described from Sotano del Arroyo, near Ciudad Valles,
San Luis Potos!. It was collected in November 1962 by
James Reddell. This is the first Mexican record for the
family Trichopetalidae. Only one specimen, a female,
has been described.
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5.

Causey, Nell B. 1964. "New cavernicolous millipeds of the
family Cambalidae (cambalidea: Spirostreptida) from Texas
(U.S.A.) and Mexico." International J. Speleology, 1(1-2):
237-246, pl. 58-59.
In addition to the description of one species with two
sUbspecies from Texas and the redescription of one Texas
species, a new genus and species of cambalid milliped,
Mexicambala russelli, is described. This species represents the first Mexican record for the family Cambalidae
and was collected in Cueva de la Porra, near Xilitla,
San Luis Potosi, by Bill Russell.

6.

Causey, Nell B. 1964. "Two new troglobitic millipeds of
the genus Glomeroides from Mexico (Glomerida: Glomeridae)."
Proc. Louisiana Acad. Sci., 27:63-66.
Glomeroides caecus, new species, is described from s6tano
de Huitzmolotitla, San Luis Potosi, on material collected
by Terry Raines and Tommy Phillips. Glomeroides promiscus,
new species, is described from Sotano de Gomez Farias,
Cueva de Rancho del Cielo No.3, and Cueva de Rancho del
Cielo No.7, on material collected by James Reddell,
David McKenzie, and Larry Manire. The order Glomerida
had previously been reported only once from Mexico. Both
species are troglobitic.

7.

Hendrichs, J., and C. Bolivar y Pieltain. 1966. "Hallazgo
de un nuevo Mexisphodrus cavernicola en el estado de Hidalgo
(Mexico): M. ,ertschi nov. sp. (Ins. Col., Carab.)."
Ciencia, 2,(1 :7-10, lam. I.
Mexisphodrus gertschi, new species, is described from a
small cave in a road cut near Jacala (named by us, Cueva
de El Ocote). This is the second species of the genus
Mexisphodrus to be described from Mexico. This species
was collected by Drs. W. J. Gertsch and Wilton Ivie of
the American Museum of Natural History. It is apparently
a troglophile.

8.

Schultz, George A. 1964. IIMexiconiscus tlamayaensis, a new
genus and species of terrestrial cave isopod from San Luis
Potosi, Mexico. 1I Trans. Amer. Microscop. Soc., 83(4):
37&-380.
Mexiconiscus tlamataensis, a new genus and species of
troglobitic terres rial isopod, is described from s6tano
de Huitzmolotitla, near Tlamaya, San Luis Potosi. Only
one male specimen is known; it was found in November
1962 by T. R. Evans.
.
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Schultz, George A. 1965. IITerrestrial isopods from caves
and mines in Texas and northern Mexico with a description
of Venezillo tanneri (Mulaik and Mulaik) allotype." Texas
J. ScI., 17(1):101-109.
Terrestrial isopods are reported from twenty Texas and
two Mexico caves. The Mexican records are of special
interest. Porcellio gertschi J reported here from Cueva
de los Lagos, near Ciudad Acuna, Coahuila, had previously
been known only from a surface collection near Ciudad
Valles, San Luis Potosi. Venezillo tanneri, reported
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here from Gruta del Palmito, Nuevo Leon, had previously
been known only from a single female specimen described
from Edinburgh, Texas. This species is represented by
both males and females in Gruta del Pa1mito and is here
redescribed. Both of these species are probably
trogloxenes. In addition, the troglobitic cirolanid
isopod, Speociro1ana ~e1aezi, is reported from Sotano
del Arroyo, San Luis otosl.
10.

Vande1, A. 1965. flLes Trichoniscidae cavernicoles
(Isopoda Terrestria: Crustacea) de l'Amerique du Nord."
Anna1es de Speleologie, 20(3):347-389.
In addition to new species described from Texas and
eastern caves, new records are included for the Mexican
terrestrial isopods. Protrichoniscus bridgesi is reported
for the first time from s6tano del Arroyo, Sotano de 1a
Tinaja, and Ventana Jabal!, San Luis Potosi.
Protrichoniscus vi11a1obosi is partially redescribed
and Is recorded for the first time from Cueva del Carb6n,
San Mart!n, Veracruz.
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